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2-11 BRIDGE NUMBERING SYSTEM 

Revision: Bridge Numbering System Clarification 
The Bridge Numbering system is used for identification of bridges and other structures under 
the jurisdiction of the Department of Transportation, or for structures for which we provide 
maintenance review or have record responsibilities. Bridge numbers are assigned by 
Structure Maintenance. 

General 
The bridge number consists of four parts: 

1. County Identification Field -

Th.is is a number from 01 thru 58 designating the County the structure is in. 

2. County Number Suffix -

This is an alpha character that follows the County number, when applicable, indicating 
ownership or type; e.g., 24PXXXX, a State Park bridge in Sacramento County; 
53RXXXXR a Safety Roadside Rest in Los Angeles County; 02MXXXX, a Mainte
nance facility in Siskiyou County. For State bridges, leave the space "blank." 

3. Bridge Number Field-

The number of the bridge is one to four digits assigned to each structure or set of 
structures. Non-bridge facilities (buildings, toll plazas, etc.) have a number following 
the alpha character which indicates the type of building, as well as the number of the 
facility (i.e., 24M5802, the 24 is Sacramento County; the M indicates a maintenance 
facility; the 58 designates it as a Landscape Station; and the 02 is the number of the 
facility). 

4. Suffix Field -

The last digit is also an alpha character, when used, to code which structure in a set, or 
to identify Drainage Pumping Plants (W) or a structure or grade crossing, State-owned 
and maintained, not on main highway (Y); i.e., 24 0296R, a right bridge of a pair in 
Sacramento County; or 24 0146W, a pumping plant in Sacramento County. 
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Miscellaneous Structures 
Bridge numbers for miscellaneous structures such as sound walls, retaining walls, and 
culverts (with span less than "bridge size") are usually fictitious numbers assigned to 
faciljtate accessing the computerized Structures Status of Projects. These fictitious numbers 
are recognized by the two alphabetical prefixes preceding the structure number in the bridge 
number field. These "bridge numbers" are not to be shown on the plans. They are only to be 
used forcomputerdocuments such as the Status and Time Sheets, i.e., 24-SW39 is a sound 
wall in Sacramento County. 

If a miscellaneous structure is of major importance, or unusual, or requires a regular 
maintenance inspection, Structures Maintenance will assign a non-fictitious bridge number. 
This number, then, must be shown on the plans as well as all other documents. 

When design work on an existing structure is proposed by the District and the structure is 
less than~1 , ~t long, the current Log of Bridges on State Highways should be checked 
to see if the structure is still an official part of the bridge inventory. If it is not, then the use 
of a bridge number is not appropriate. Since 1985, the use of bridge numbers on approri
mately 1,100 of these structures bas been discontinued as they do not fit the description of 
a bridge as defined in Federal regulations. If there are questions check with Structure 
Maintenance. 










